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QUESTION 1

What three artifacts are created as a result of running the JeOS tool? 

A. a System.img file representing the operating system 

B. optional image files as specified in the command 

C. a README file with product name, version number and build timestamp 

D. a vm.cfg file pointing to the created images, along with specified memory and CPU information 

E. a tar.gz file with all of the images, README and vm.cfg files compressed 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is setting up a 32-node Oracle VM server farm. What step will best help load balance the high number of I/O
requests for new virtual machines and shared disks? 

A. Increase the number of Oracle VM Manager instances. 

B. Increase the number of servers with the Server Pool Master role. 

C. Increase the number of servers with the Utility Server role. 

D. Increase the number of servers with the Virtual Machine Server role. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

In a paravirtualized environment, which answer best describes the drivers that are used in domO and the guest to
communicate block I/O requests? 

A. A blkback driver is used in dom0, and a blkfront driver is used in the guest. 

B. A native device driver is used in dom0, and a blkback driver is used in the guest. 

C. A blkfront driver is used in dom0, and a native device driver is used in the guest. 

D. A blkfront driver is used in dom0, and a blkbck driver is used in the guest. 

E. Native drivers are used in both dom0 and the guest. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A 64-bit Windows XP Installation CD has been ripped to an ISO file named WinXP.iso, and has been put in the
/OVS/iso_pool/ directory with user and group-readable permissions. When navigating to the Import ISO screen in the
Oracle VM Manager, no ISOs are available for import. 

What has gone wrong? 

A. 64-bit Windows XP is not a supported guest operating system, and the Oracle VM Manager will not show
unsupported guest ISO files. 

B. The user has not selected the appropriate ISO Group on the Import form. 

C. The ISO file should be located under a subdirectory of /OVS/iso_pool, not the /OVS/iso_pool directory itself. 

D. The ISO file should be located under/OVS/seed_pool, not/OVS/iso_pool. 

E. The ISO file must have world-readable permission to be read by Oracle VM. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

In hardware virtualized environment, which answer best describes the drivers that are used in dom0 and the guest to
communicate block I/O requests? 

A. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a blkfront driver is used in the guest. 

B. A native device driver is used in dom0, and QEMU emulation is used in the guest. 

C. A blkfront driver is used in dom0, and a blkback driver is used in the guest 

D. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a native device driver is used in the guest. 

E. Native drivers are used in both dom0, and the guest. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A software vendor is using JeOS to create new templates for their product. They need to provide a simple way to reset
their templates to the initial configuration for testing purposes. What method should they use to accomplish this? 

A. Use the xm save command to save the initial template in pristine form, then use xm restore to bring it back to the
original configuration. 
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B. Use a snapshot of the initial template, and revert back to it when necessary. 

C. Use cleanup scripts to reset the IP addresses, remove files from temp directories, and replace application
configuration files with defaults. 

D. Modify the grub.conf file to include a -cleanup option in the grub command line, which will run the cleanup scripts
added by Oracle. 

E. Use JeOS with the -c option to include a cleanup script that will revert all files back to their initial state. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A number of high priority virtual machines require significant file system access and you are trying to decide what type
of memory impact on dom0 they will have. Which two are best practices you should consider for memory use in dom0? 

A. You should always run a find command on dom0 to fill the file system buffer cache for bestperformance. 

B. You should not run a find command on dom0 as it will use up Dom0 memory and potentiallycause double buffering
with virtual machines. 

C. When increasing load with additional virtual machines, you should always add more memory todom0. 

D. When increasing load with additional virtual machines, you generally wont add more memory todom0. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 8

When an Oracle VM server starts, by default how does it map physical NICs to Xen bridges? 

A. Each physical NIC is mapped to one or more virtual networks, each of which is assigned a Xen bridge. 

B. One Xen bridge will be created for each physical NIC. 

C. All physical NICs are mapped to a single Xen bridge. 

D. No mapping of physical NICs to Xen bridges is done by default. 

E. The first physical NIC is assigned to dom0\\'s management; a Xen bridge is then created for each of the remaining
cards. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 9

There is an issue booting into a virtual machine. The log files show that there is an issue during the Linux boot process
of the guest. What two methods will best help determine the problem? 

A. Use xm console to attach to the guest while it is booting and look for the specific error. 

B. Run xm dmesg to see hardware errors in the guest. 

C. Run xm info to see the list of devices being attached to the virtual machine. 

D. xm block-attach the disk to another virtual machine to inspect the file system and check module loading issues. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What two steps are required to ensure that virtual machines failover to a new server when their current server goes
down? 

A. Ensure that the Oracle VM Manager is always available by installing Oracle Clusterware. 

B. Turn on High Availability Mode in the server pool. 

C. Assign a virtual IP address to the server pool. 

D. Turn on HA in all virtual machines that will be restarted. 

E. Ensure all servers in the pool have identical CPU and memory. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Explanation: In the question two steps are required so that you have to answer two here. Oracle Clusterware Ensure
that your server is going to be restarted facility and it will provide you the failover feature for you as well. You have to
turn on HA Mode in the server pool. 

 

QUESTION 11

In hardware virtualized environment, which answer best describes the drivers that are used in dom0 and the guest to
communicate network I/O requests? 

A. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a netfront driver is used in the guest. 

B. A native device driver is used in dom0, and QEMU emulation is used in the guest. 

C. A netfront driver is used in dom0, and a netback driver is used in the guest. 

D. QEMU emulation is used in dom0, and a native device driver is used in the guest. 

E. Native drivers are used in both dom0 and the guest 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which option describes the purpose of the Generic Desktop Provider? 

A. It connects to a pool of virtual machines with a RDP service. 

B. It connects to any virtual or any physical machine with a RDP service. 

C. It connects to any physical machine regardless of operating system. 

D. It connects to any virtual or any physical machine with a VNC service. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/html/E26214_02/generic-desktop-provider.html (Second para) 

 

QUESTION 13

During installation of Oracle VM Manager to a new Oracle Enterprise Linux server, the installer fails with a message
indicating that there is insufficient swap space. 

What is the cause for this error? 

A. The installer has determined that the Oracle application server\\'s (OC4J) minimum requirement for swap space has
not been met. 

B. The installer has determined that the Oracle Database XE server\\'s minimum requirement for swap space has not
been met. 

C. The installer has determined that there is insufficient swap space to unpack the installer into the /var subdirectory. 

D. The installer has determined that the swap space recognized by the system has been incorrectly formatted to use
TMPFS instead of SWAPFS. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the purpose of the use "command" In the CLI? 

A. Use a specified server pool as the default for all commands requiring a server pool argument. 

B. Use a specified virtual machine name as the default for all commands requiring a virtual machine argument. 

C. Use a specified user name as the default for all commands requiring a user name argument. 
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D. Use a specified server name as the default for all commands requiring a server argument. 

E. Use a specified group name as the default for all commands requiring a group argument. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

In Oracle 2.2.x under which directory does each repository create a mount point and what is the name of subdirectory? 

A. Each repository will create mount point under /OVS, with a directory named using the UUID of the respiratory. 

B. Each repository will create a mount point under /var/ovs, In a directory named using the UUID ofthe repository. 

C. Each repository will create a mount point under /var/ovs/mount, in a directory named using theUUID of the
repository. 

D. Each repository will create a mount point under /OVS, with a directory named using a sequencenumber starting at 0. 

E. Each repository will create a mount point under /var/ovs, with a directory named using a sequence number starting at
0. 

F. Each repository will create a mount point under /var/ovs/mount, with a directory named using a sequence number
starting at 0. 

Correct Answer: C 

http://mokumsolutions.com/chapter-6-oracle-vm-22-san-iscsi-and-nfs-back-end-
storageconfigurations#The_Oracle_VM_Storage_Stack 

[root@ovm-node-dell ~]# /opt/ovs-agent-latest/utils/repos.py -l [ * ] 0c1efe10-5413-45db-9053e89c62a2c857 =>
/dev/sdb1 [root@ovm-node-dell ~]# mount |grep 857 /dev/sdb1 on
/var/ovs/mount/0C1EFE10541345DB9053E89C62A2C857 type ocfs2 (rw,_netdev,heartbeat=local) [root@ovm-node-
dell ~]# ls /OVS iso_pool lost+found publish_pool running_pool seed_pool sharedDisk [root@ovm-node-dell ~]# ls -l
/OVS lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 47 Eyl 6 10:24 /OVS -> /var/ovs/mount/0C1EFE10541345DB9053E89C62A2C857 
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